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Subject: Interim Agreement for Transportation – METCO
Background. At the School Committee meeting on August 8, 2011, members of the
Committee and the administration reviewed the agreement for transportation services
proposed by METCO Inc. and noted that the language of paragraph 5 was unacceptable.
The original language stated, in part:
“5. The COMMITTEE agrees that all funds designated "Transportation,"
which include regular, late, special trips (charter), and emergency
transportation and such other agreed upon transportation, contained within its
currently approved project grant under the COMMITTEE'S Program to
Eliminate Racial Imbalance shall be paid directly to METCO on a quarterly
basis, or such other basis not less than quarterly to coincide with the State
Department of Education's schedule of payments to school districts
participating in the Program to Eliminate Racial Imbalance. Said funds are
subject to adjustment upon receipt of an invoice from METCO based on any
extraordinary or increased costs, including all amounts paid by METCO under
any fuel, insurance or other adjustment clause in the subcontract; PROVIDED
HOWEVER, that the total obligations of the COMMITTEE hereunder shall not
exceed the sum appropriated and allocated by the Commonwealth for the
purposes of this agreement…”
After some discussion, the METCO Inc administration agreed to the following substitute
language:
“5. The COMMITTEE agrees that METCO will invoice the COMMITTEE
quarterly for all sums it has paid to the bus contractor under the subcontract.
This invoice will include any adjustments based on any extraordinary or
increased costs, including all amounts paid by METCO under any fuel,
insurance or other adjustment clause in the subcontract; PROVIDED
HOWEVER, that the total obligations of the COMMITTEE hereunder shall not
exceed the sum appropriated and allocated by the Commonwealth for the
purposes of this agreement…”
METCO also agreed to add the phrase in bold to paragraph 7:
“7. All communications from the COMMITTEE, its agents and employees
concerning the transportation provided for herein, including all requests for
services, all requests for schedules and routes and changes of schedules and
routes, and all complaints shall be made to METCO and not to the bus operator
or bus drivers. METCO shall, in consultation with the Public Schools of
Lincoln, establish all routes and schedules and shall make changes therein after
consultation;…”
During their review of the agreement language METCO Inc realized that other language
in the agreement presented problems for their operations. In addition, other districts
presented different concerns with the agreement to their attention. The METCO
Business Manager and Directors decided to review the language with counsel over the
next year, and ask that the Committee approve an interim, one-year agreement (copy
attached) to cover services which have commenced.

Recommendation. METCO Inc.’s concerns are with language which is advantageous to
us, but I expect the review to produce agreement language which more accurately
reflects the practices of the last five years. I recommend that the School Committee
approve the interim agreement. The administration will bring back the revised
agreement for Committee review when it is proposed.
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